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Abstract. Let D be a bounded open set in C with smooth

boundary. Then every closed form of type (n, n —1) which is

C° on Z? can be approximated uniformly on D by (», « —1) forms

which are closed in a neighborhood of D. If C—D is connected

these forms can be chosen to be closed in C". This is applied to

prove that a continuous function on the connected boundary of a

bounded domain in C admits a holomorphic extension to the

interior if and only if it is a weak solution of the tangential Cauchy-

Riemann equations.

1. Statement of results. If D is an open set in C" we denote by

£"•«(£>) the space of C°° complex differential forms on D of type (p, q)

and by Ev'q(D) the subspace of forms which have C00 extensions to a

neighborhood of the closure, D, of D. We give-Ep,5(Z>) the C°° topol-

ogy (of uniform convergence on compact subsets of D of each coeffi-

cient and all its derivatives). We give £P,3(Z>) the topology of uniform

convergence on D of each coefficient and all its derivatives. The

main result of this note is the following theorem :

Theorem 1. If D is a bounded open subset of C" with C boundary,

then every f in En'"~1(D) such that d/ = 0 in D can be approximated in

E"-n~1(D) by (n, n — 1) forms which satisfy dq = 0 in a neighborhood

of D. If, further, the complement of D is connected, then these forms can

be chosen to satisfy dg = 0 in all of C".

As an application we obtain the following improvement on the

results of [ó]:

Theorem 2. If D is a bounded open subset of O with smooth con-

nected boundary T, then a continuous function f on T has an analytic

extension to D if and only iff is a weak solution of the tangential Cauchy-

Riemann equations on T.

Theorem 2 removes the hypothesis used in [6] that the Levi form

of the domain D have one positive eigenvalue at each point of T.
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We remark that when n = 1 Theorem 1 gives a special case of a

well-known theorem of Mergelyan. Indeed, our proof of Theorem 1

was suggested in part by F. Browder's proofs [l] of approximation

theorems of the Walsh-Mergelyan type for elliptic partial differential

operators.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. We begin with the following lemma:

Lemma. The dual space of £"■«(£>) can be identified with the space

of (p, q)-forms whose coefficients are distributions with support in D.

Proof. It suffices to consider the case (0, 0)-forms, i.e., CK func-

tions, since Ep-q(D) is isomorphic to the direct sum of copies of

CX(D). If T is a continuous linear functional on CK(D) define T on

C°(C") by T(J) « T(f\ D). If/» £C*(C") and/„->0 in the C» topology
on Cn, then/„| D—>0 in CX(D), hence 7\/„)—>0. Hence the extension

of T to Cx(Cn) is continuous, i.e., is a distribution with compact

support, and clearly this support lies in D. Conversely, if T is a dis-

tribution with support in D and/GOfS) we extend/ tofiECx(Cn)

and define T(f) to be r(/i). By Theorem XXXIII of Chapter III of

[5], T(/i) depends only on/. By Theorem XXXIV of the same

source this process defines a continuous linear functional on Cœ(D).

To prove the first statement of Theorem 1 it suffices, in view of this

lemma and the Hahn-Banach theorem, to show that if T is a dis-

tribution («, n — l)-form with support in D such that 7/ = 0 for all

/g£».»-i(5) such_that df = 0 on a neighborhood of D, then Tf = 0
for all fE.En'n-l{D) such that d/ = 0 in D. For this we choose a se-

quence of open sets D3 such that Dj+iC.Dj and r\D, = D. Recalling

that the dual space of C°°(D¡) is the space of distributions with com-

pact support in Dj we regard T as an element of the dual space of

En'n~1{D]) for each j.

The operator d'-En-n-l(D])^>En-n(Dj) is continuous for each/. We

claim that its range is all of En-n(D¡). Indeed, if g^En-n{D,), then

g = Gdzi A ■ • • A dzn A dzi A • ■ • A dzn

where G6C"p,-). Choose H£C°°(Dj) such that AH= -4G where
A is the Laplacian on R2n. If

/ = ¿ (-l^+KdH/dzddz! A • • ■ (<tö.-)A ■ • • A Ä
»-i

where (¿s<)A indicates the absence of dz{, then df = g. Since £n'n_1(Z?j)

and En-"(D,) are Fréchet spaces, T annihilates the null space of d, and

the range of d is closed, it follows from a theorem of Dieudonné and
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Schwartz [2] that T is in the range of the adjoint 3* of 3. Thus, for

each/ there exists Sj in the dual of En'n{D¡) such that d*S¡= T.

Now, if gG£B,B(A), then

Si(g) = SAdf) = d*Sj(f) - T(f).

Thus, considered as a subset of the dual space of £n"(Ui), the set

{Sj} is weak*-bounded, and therefore has a weak*-cluster point by

Theorem 18.8 (iii) of [4]. Since the support of Sj lies in D¡ and since

Dj\D it follows that this cluster point, 5, has support in D. Also,

since Sj(df) = T(f) for all/ and all/G£','"-1(-Di) we have S(df) = T(f)
so d*S=T.

Because   D   has   a   smooth   boundary   we   can   find   open   sets

Ui, ■ • ■ , Uk and vectors vi, ■ • • , vh in C" such that

(i) SCUÎ.! ¡7,;
(ii) if pE. UiC\D, thenp+tViGD for 0</< 1.
Let {<f>i} be a C°° partition of unity subordinate to the covering

{ [/,•},_and write S= £ S< where £¿=0,5. Let/_G£B'B-1(S) be such

that df = 0 in P. Then T(f) = (3*S)(/) = £ (a*S<)(f). Let /„.,(£)
=f(p+m-h)i) for pEUii\D and m = L_2, • • • . It follows that

/m,<G£B-B-1((^i^S)-)and/m,i-^/|(t/in5) in E».-»((UiCW)-) as

m—>°°. Moreover, (dfm,i)(p)=(df)(p-\-m~1Vi) = 0 in a neighborhood

of {UiCXD)-. Thus

(3*S<)(/) = (0*5,)(/I tfi<°l25) =  lim (9*S¿(fm,t)
m—* 00

= lim 5,(ô/m,,) = 0,

so that T(f)=(d*S)(f) = E(a*5¿)(/) =0.
For the second part of the theorem suppose T is a distribution

(», n — l)-form with support in D such that T(J) = 0 for all

f^En-n~1(D) which have extensions to C" satisfying 3/ = 0 there. By

the arguments used to prove the first statement in the theorem

7* = 3*5 for some S in the dual space of En,"(C"). But, by definition,

if <r is the coefficient of S, the coefficients of 3*5 are ( — l)"+i(3cr/3zi),

l^i^n. Since T has support in D, da/dzi = 0 in C*-Z) for each i.

Now a is a distribution with compact support. If we choose a CM

function 0 with compact support in C" such that </>3;0 and f<j> = i

and let 0y(£) =jn<j>(jp)> then 07 = 0- * <£y is a C" function with compact

support such that ffy(/)-xr(/) for all f£C°°(Cn) and such that oVy/dZj

= (3<r/3z;) *<t>j. Thus d<Tj/dZi = 0 in C" — D for each », i.e., 07 is holo-

morphic in Cn — D. But Cn — D is connected and try has compact

support. Hence (r3 = 0 for each/ so <r = 0 in Cn — D. Thus 5 has sup-
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port in D. Now we can proceed as before to conclude that T(f) =0

if /G£BlB-1(S) and 3/ = 0 in D.

3. Proof of Theorem 2. We recall from [ó] that a continuous

function / on r is a weak solution of the tangential Cauchy-Riemann

equations on Y if /r/3/u = 0 for all Cœ(n, n — 2)-forms /¿. We also recall

the main theorem of [ó]: ^4 continuous function f on T Äas ö« analytic

extension to D if and only if /r/w=0 for all wG-EB,B_1(£)) such that

3w = 0 in D.

Since r is connected, D has connected complement. Thus each

coG-E"'"-1(.D) such that 3~w = 0 in Z> can be approximated uniformly

on D by wy satisfying 3w; = 0 in Cre. By a well-known property of the

3-operator on C" [3, Theorem 2.7.8], we have co/ = 3Mj for ¡i¡

G£"'B-2(C"). Thus

I  foi = lim I /coy = lim I /3/¿y = 0.
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